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Inter-Company Row



              

              
                Fancy a bit of team building whilst learning a new sport? Sign your workplace up to the Aberdeen Inter-company row!
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                Support Rowing in Aberdeen




              

              
                Interested in sponsorship? We have opportunities for sponsoring the purchase of equipment, events or kit.  Find out more by downloading our Sponsorship Proposal here.  
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                Join Now



              

              
                ABC welcomes new members, aged 18+, at all levels – from complete beginners to experienced rowers and Scullers. 
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                  [image: Seen the movie ?  #boysintheboatmovie Now's your chance to try the ultimate team sport for yourself.  Register your interest for our Inter-Company Row 2024. We can now announce that the date of this year's event will be Saturday 22nd June!  Link in b]
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                  [image: Looking forward to the return of our Eights and Small Boats Head Race in February, organised by the Committee of the Dee.   Less than 4 weeks to go!  #HeadRacing #rowing #AberdeenBoatClub]
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                  [image: Before the storm...... it was lovely to welcome two visiting rowers from Calcutta Rowing Club this week!  Hope you enjoyed your scull on the Dee.  And thanks for the invite for a return visit!!  @1858crc #rowingholidays]
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                  [image: Our masters women had their first outing of the season today in glorious weather with three 8s on the water ☀️🚣&zwj;♀️ it was great to welcome the new members to the squad and kick off the season in style!]
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                  [image: What better way to start the new rowing season than with a Sprint Regatta to dust the cobwebs off.  Still time for visiting crews to get their entries in.   #rowing #Aberdeen #River Dee #sprints]
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